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Privacy is everywhere











Motivation

How can we help users  

to balance the benefits and risks of information 
disclosure  

in a user-friendly manner,  

so that they can make good privacy decisions?



Notice and control, 
and privacy nudges

and why they don’t work…



Notice and control

Privacy Calculus: People weigh the risks and 
benefits of disclosure 

Prerequisites of the privacy calculus are: 
— being able to control the decision; 

— having adequate information about the decision. 

Notice and control empower users to regulate their 
privacy at the desired level.



Why this doesn’t work
Transparency paradox: 

Simple privacy notices aren’t useful, but detailed notices are too 
complex. 

Control paradox:  
Consumers claim to want full control over their data, but they 
eschew the hassle of actually exploiting this control! 

Ironic effect of transparency:  
Informing users about privacy practices can make users more 
wary about their privacy.



Why this doesn’t work
Decision biases:  

Framing, defaults and 
decision context can 
influence disclosure. 

Knijnenburg et al.,  
CHI 2013
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Expected: 
Some will choose Exact instead of Block 

Unexpected: 
Sharing increases across the board!



Alternative: privacy nudges
Subtle yet persuasive cues that makes people more 
likely to decide in one direction or the other. 

Examples of nudges: 

— Justification: a succinct reason to disclose or not 
disclose a certain piece of information. 

— Default: make the best action the easiest to 
perform.



Testing justifications
5 justification types 
— None 

— Useful for you 

— Number of others 

— Useful for others 

— Explanation 

Knijnenburg and Kobsa, 
TiiS 2013
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Results

Perceived value of  
disclosure help: 

3 items, e.g. “The system 
helped me to make a 
tradeoff between privacy 
and usefulness” 

Higher for all except 
“number of others”
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Results

Satisfaction with the 
system: 

6 items, e.g. “Overall, I’m 
satisfied with the system” 

Lower for any 
justification!
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Why this doesn’t work

What is the “right” direction of a nudge? 
— More disclosure: better personalization, but some may feel 

tricked. 

— More private: less threat, but harder to enjoy the benefits of 
disclosure. 

— Going for the average (e.g. “smart default”): impossible, because 
people vary too much.



Some solutions
Before we move to IoT



Fixing transparency
Is this detailed enough? 

“Review and update your Google activity controls to 
decide what types of data, such as videos you’ve 
watched on YouTube or past searches, you would 
like saved with your account when you use Google 
services. You can also visit these controls to 
manage whether certain activity is stored in a 
cookie or similar technology on your device when 
you use our services while signed-out of your 
account.”



Fixing transparency
Would you read this? 

“Let’s say you want to adjust what types of activity data you would like 
saved with your account. Saving more data means that you are likely to 
get better recommendations while you’re using your Google account. But 
there may be types of data for which you don’t want to leave a trace. On 
the Activity Controls page you can decide what types of data you would 
like saved with your account when you use Google services. These data 
include videos you’ve watched on Youtube, past searches in Google, places 
you go, and information from your Android devices. You can pause the 
tracking of this information (note that this does not delete any existing 
data!) or turn it back on (this may improve Google’s services). You can 
also have a look at the actual activity, and delete items one by one. Finally, 
you can also manage whether certain activity is stored in a cookie or 
similar technology on your device when you use our services while signed-
out of your login.”



How about now?





Comics for privacy
Currently running a study testing comics vs. text at 
various levels of detail 

Hypothesis: Comics can make privacy notices 
inviting, engaging, comprehensible, and memorable  

Extra advantage for people with dyslexia or low 
literacy (target user group for a future study) 

Knijnenburg and Cherry, SOUPS 2016



Fixing control
Modern browsers offer an 
auto-completion feature 
that reduces the effort of 
filling out web forms 

These tools may cause 
users to complete more 
fields than they intended 

They make it so easy to 
submit a fully completed 
form that users may skip 
weighing benefits and risk

Bart



Study Procedures

543 Amazon Mechanical Turk participants first 
entered a wide range of info into an auto-
completion tool: 

Create a Profile
Please create your profile by entering your information below.
Note that FormFiller will store the information locally on your device, and only for the duration of
this study. We will never submit any forms automatically or disclose this information to others
without your active involvement.

About you:

First name: Last name:

Gender:

Age:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

E-mail:

Phone:

Tastes and Preferences:

Favorite movie:

Favorite band/artist:

Favorite food:

Favorite weekend
pastime:

Last holiday location:

Political views:

Work and education:

Current/previous job: Sector:

Employment status:

progress:  (part 1/3) Continue

Work experience (yrs):

Income level:

Highest completed
degree:

Computer skills

Health and lifestyle:

Overall health:

Dietary restrictions:

Number of doctor visits
last month:

Weight (lbs):

Birth control usage
(you or your partner):

Medical conditions:
Diabetes Hypertension
Respiratory (COPD etc.) High cholesterol
Overweight Heart problems / chest pain
Obesity Digestive problems
Seasonal allergies Back / neck problems
Frequent headaches Arthritis / rheumatism
Cancer None that are mentioned
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Study Procedures

Please tell us more about yourself
BlogHeroes  will  assign  a  "guild"  to  you  based  on  the  information  you  provide  below.  Note  that  none
of  the  fields  are  required,  but  our  classification  will  be  better  if  you  provide  more  information.

General  info  about  me
Please  provide  some  background  info  to  get  our  matching  process  started.

Name  (first): John (last): Smith

E-mail  address: john@smith.com

Gender: Male

Age  (years): 23

Address: 123 Main St.
City: New York State: NY Zip: 12345

What  I  do  for  a  living
Some  guilds  write  about  their  jobs.  Tell  us  more  about  yours,  and  we  can  provide  a  better  match.

Employment  status: Employed for wages

Experience  (years): 5

Current/previous  job: Researcher Sector: Education / training / library

Income  level: between $50K and $100K/year

Education: Doctoral

My  health
Some  guilds  write  about  their  health.  Providing  us  with  some  info  will  help  us  match  them  to  you.

Physical  health: About average

Dietary  restrictions: allergic to nuts

Birth  control  usage: None

> For employers

> For investors

> Contact

> About us

 

Please  enter  your  information
I WRK will find jobs based on the information you enter on this form.
None of the items on the form are required, but if you provide more
information the jobs will be a better match.

GENERAL AND CONTACT INFO

General and contact information

FIRST NAME

John
LAST NAME

Smith clear

AGE

23 clear

GENDER

Male clear

E-MAIL ADDRESS

john@smith.com clear

ADDRESS

123 Main St.
CITY

New York
STATE

NY
ZIP

12345 clear

WORK EXPERIENCE

Please tell us about your education and work experience, so that we
can find a suitable job for you.

HIGHEST DEGREE EARNED

Doctoral clear

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Employed for wages clear

CURRENT/PREVIOUS JOB

Researcher
SECTOR

Education, library, or training clear

EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS)
5 clear

Enter your details, please

Your personal Codacare health insurance policy will be based on the
information you provide. Please note that none of the items are
required, but the insurance will be better tailored to your needs if you
provide more information.

General information

Please provide your general information.

Name (first): (last):
fill

Address:

fillCity: State: Zip:

Gender:
fill

Age:
fill

E-‐mail:
fill

Health

Please answer the following questions about your health. This is important to find the
correct care package.

Birth control usage:
fill

Weight (lbs):
fill

Create a Profile
Please create your profile by entering your information below.
Note that FormFiller will store the information locally on your device, and only for the duration of
this study. We will never submit any forms automatically or disclose this information to others
without your active involvement.
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Fixing control
Each site corresponds to a particular type of info:  

blogging community ⋍ personal interest items 

job search website ⋍ job skills items 

health insurer ⋍ health record items

Please tell us more about yourself
BlogHeroes  will  assign  a  "guild"  to  you  based  on  the  information  you  provide  below.  Note  that  none
of  the  fields  are  required,  but  our  classification  will  be  better  if  you  provide  more  information.

General  info  about  me
Please  provide  some  background  info  to  get  our  matching  process  started.

Name  (first): John (last): Smith

E-mail  address: john@smith.com

Gender: Male

Age  (years): 23

Address: 123 Main St.
City: New York State: NY Zip: 12345

What  I  do  for  a  living
Some  guilds  write  about  their  jobs.  Tell  us  more  about  yours,  and  we  can  provide  a  better  match.

Employment  status: Employed for wages

Experience  (years): 5

Current/previous  job: Researcher Sector: Education / training / library

Income  level: between $50K and $100K/year

Education: Doctoral

My  health
Some  guilds  write  about  their  health.  Providing  us  with  some  info  will  help  us  match  them  to  you.

Physical  health: About average
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Birth  control  usage: None

> For employers

> For investors

> Contact

> About us

 

Please  enter  your  information
I WRK will find jobs based on the information you enter on this form.
None of the items on the form are required, but if you provide more
information the jobs will be a better match.

GENERAL AND CONTACT INFO

General and contact information

FIRST NAME

John
LAST NAME

Smith clear

AGE

23 clear

GENDER

Male clear

E-MAIL ADDRESS

john@smith.com clear

ADDRESS

123 Main St.
CITY

New York
STATE

NY
ZIP

12345 clear

WORK EXPERIENCE

Please tell us about your education and work experience, so that we
can find a suitable job for you.

HIGHEST DEGREE EARNED

Doctoral clear

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Employed for wages clear

CURRENT/PREVIOUS JOB

Researcher
SECTOR

Education, library, or training clear

EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS)
5 clear

Enter your details, please

Your personal Codacare health insurance policy will be based on the
information you provide. Please note that none of the items are
required, but the insurance will be better tailored to your needs if you
provide more information.

General information

Please provide your general information.

Name (first): (last):
fill

Address:

fillCity: State: Zip:

Gender:
fill

Age:
fill

E-‐mail:
fill

Health

Please answer the following questions about your health. This is important to find the
correct care package.

Birth control usage:
fill

Weight (lbs):
fill

They requested all the info, not just the relevant stuff!



Fixing control
We introduce two new 
efficacy-increasing designs 

We compare three tools: 
— Auto FormFiller: auto-fills 

fields, users can remove 
manually 

— Remove FormFiller: click to 
remove each field 

— Add FormFiller: click to fill 
each field
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Fixing control
Disclosure was not purpose-specific for users of the Auto 
FormFiller 

Disclosure was purpose-specific for users of the Remove and 
Add FormFillers. 

Knijnenburg et al., ICIS 2013
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Fixing nudges
Idea: user-tailored privacy: figure out what people 
want, then nudge them in that direction 

Step 1: find determinants of privacy calculus 
Characteristics of the user 

What information is being requested 

The recipient of the information 

Step 2: Adapt the nudge to the context



Winsniewski, Knijnenburg, and Lipford, IJHCS 2017 
see www.usabart.nl/chart

Privacy profiles

Limiting Access Control

Restricting ChatBlock Apps/Events

Block People Altering News Feed

Friend List Mgmt

Withholding Basic Info

Timeline/Wall Moderation

Reputation Mgmt

Withholding Contact Info

Selective Sharing

Privacy Maximizers Selective Sharers Privacy Balancers Time Savers/Consumers Self-Censors Privacy Minimalists



Wilkinson et al., USEC 2017

Adapt to profile

More prominent 
audience selection 
(selective sharers)

More prominent 
timeline moderation 

(time savers)



Adaptive justifications: 
What if we gave different 
types of users different types 
of justifications? 

Knijnenburg and Kobsa, 
IUI 2013

Adapt the nudge



Knijnenburg, dissertation 2015

Adaptive request order



Adaptive request order
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The Internet of Things
…and our solution to its privacy problems



Iot privacy decisions

Study: 2,800 public IoT-related scenarios + 
decisions from 200 participants 

Manipulate scenarios along 5 dimensions 
Example scenario: “A device of a friend (who) records your 
video to detect your presence (what). This happens continuously 
(when), while you are at someone else’s place (where), for your 
safety (why).”



Questions
If this situation happens, would you like to be notified 
about it? If Yes, just once or every time it happens? 

If you had a choice to allow/reject, what would you 
choose? Just this time or always? 

How comfortable/uncomfortable do you feel about this 
scenario? 

How risky or safe is this situation? 

How appropriate do you consider this situation?



Predict allow/reject
Let’s say we create a settings interface… 

How often are we correct if our default setting is 
always “yes”? 

Only 28% of the time! 

What if our default setting is always “no”? 
72% of the time, but this is kind of useless… 

Can we do better than this?



Machine learning
What if we make our best guess, given the 5 
parameters (who, what, where, when, why)? 

Correct 75% of the time!



Advanced ML
What if we first divide our participants based on 
their overall attitude towards the scenarios? 

Correct 77% of the time!



What if we divide our participants on the fly?  

Correct 82% of the time!

Advanced ML



User Interface
Step 1: choose a 

profile

Step 2: adjust the 
default settings



Future work: household IoT

invasive.	 Is	the	primary	purpose	of	the	data	collection	the	most	 important	factor,	or	are	users	mainly	concerned	
about	certain	further	uses	of	the	information?	Are	users	mainly	concerned	about	certain	devices,	specific	activities,	
or	 a	 combination	 of	 both?	 The	 study	 will	 uncover	 the	 relative	 importance	 of	 each	 of	 these	 variables	 in	 users’	
decisions.	Moreover,	it	will	measure	how	users’	attitudes	towards	the	scenario	(i.e.	their	perceptions	of	benefit,	risk,	
expectedness	and	appropriateness)	mediate	these	effects.	This	will	generate	insights	into	how	to	potentially	reduce	
concern	and	increase	acceptance	of	“smart”	functionality.	

The	 second	 goal	 is	 to	 leverage	 these	 insights	 to	 simplify	 users’	 privacy	 decisions.	 By	 applying	machine	 learning	
techniques	to	the	collected	data,	we	will	“summarize”	the	myriad	of	interdependent	privacy	decisions	into	a	small	
set	of	privacy	profiles	for	users	to	choose	from.	each	profile	will	represent	the	primary	preferences	of	a	significant	
subset	of	users,	and	these	preferences	can	be	used	to	create	a	comprehensive	and	internally	consistent	“settings	
template”	for	the	users	that	match	that	profile.	A	“wizard”	interface	in	the	IoT	management	system	can	ask	users	to	
choose	one	of	 these	 templates	 (rather	 than	going	 through	every	 single	 setting)	 thereby	 severely	 simplifying	 the	
household	IoT	privacy	settings	task	[06,	07,	08,	09].	

Study	description	

The	study	will	present	users	with	a	wide	variety	of	household	 IoT	usage	scenarios,	and	utilize	“part	worth	utility	
mapping”	 to	 establish	 how	 aspects	 of	 each	 scenario	 influence	 users’	 perception	 of	 risk	 and	 benefits,	 and	
subsequently	 their	 decisions.	 To	 put	 the	 results	 of	 the	 study	 in	 an	 international	 context,	 approximately	 600	
participants	will	be	recruited	via	Amazon	Mechanical	Turk	(for	US	participants)	and	another	600	from	a	participant	
pool	in	the	Netherlands.	Each	participant	will	be	presented	with	24	scenarios.	The	presented	scenarios	(Table-1)	are	
a	random	fraction	from	a	factorial	experiment	that	combines	device,	activity,	purpose,	and	collection.		

Scenarios	(8x12x4x12	mixed	fractional	factorial	design)	
Device	 Activity	 Purpose	 Collection	
Your	smart	home	
security	system	

uses	information	from	your	
smart	home	security	system1	

to	detect	your	
presence	in	the	house.	 The	data	is	not	stored.	

Your	smart	
refrigerator	

uses	information	from	your	
smart	refrigerator	

to	detect	where	you	
are	in	the	house.	

The	data	is	stored	locally	and	used	to	optimize	
the	service.	

Your	smart	HVAC	
system	

uses	information	from	your	
smart	HVAC	system	

to	automate	its	
operations.	

The	data	is	stored	locally	and	used	to	give	you	
insight	into	your	behavior.	

Your	smart	
washing	machine	

uses	information	from	your	
smart	washing	machine	

to	give	you	timely	
alerts.	

The	data	is	stored	locally	and	used	to	
recommend	you	other	[brand]	services.	

Your	smart	
lighting	system	

uses	information	from	your	
smart	lighting	system	 	 The	data	is	stored	on	[brand]	servers	and	used	

to	optimize	the	service.	
Your	smart	
microwave	

uses	information	from	your	
smart	microwave	 	 The	data	is	stored	on	[brand]	servers	and	used	

to	give	you	insight	into	your	behavior.	

Your	smart	TV	 uses	information	from	your	
smart	TV	 	 The	data	is	stored	on	[brand]	servers	and	used	

to	recommend	you	other	[brand]	services.	
Your	smart	alarm	
clock	

uses	information	from	your	
smart	alarm	clock	 	 The	data	is	stored	on	[brand]	servers	and	sold	

to	advertisers.	

	 uses	a	location	sensor	 	 The	data	is	stored	in	the	cloud	and	used	to	
optimize	the	service.	

	 uses	a	camera	 	 The	data	is	stored	in	the	cloud	and	used	to	give	
you	insight	into	your	behavior.	

	 uses	a	microphone	 	 The	data	is	stored	in	the	cloud	and	used	to	
recommend	you	other	[brand]	services.	

	 connects	to	your	
phone/watch	 	 The	data	is	stored	in	the	cloud	and	sold	to	

advertisers.	
Table-1	–	Scenarios	are	generated	by	selecting	one	row	from	each	column.	

																																																													
1	In	scenarios	where	a	device	uses	its	own	info,	the	text	becomes	“uses	information	it	has	collected	about	you”.	
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Device
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Default



Study mechanisms

Multi-level structural modeling 

More machine learning 

Eye tracking 

Live test with prototype interface



General conclusion
What have we learned?



Societal impact
User-tailored privacy: 

Relieves some of the burden of controlling privacy, while at the 
same time respecting each individual’s preferences 

Provides realistic empowerment: the right amount of 
transparency and the right amount of control 

Refrains from making moral judgments about what the “right” 
level of privacy should be 

The best way forward to support people’s privacy 
decisions!



Thanks!
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